
Installation view of Alberto Giacometti&#8217;s Grande femme I (1960). (courtesy Sotheby&#8217;s)Last week,Â Sotheby&#8217;s announced that it would sell Alberto Giacometti&#8217;s iconic Grande femme I
(conceived and cast in 1960) through the unusual format of a sealed bid private sale, with a starting minimum bid of $90 million. This Tuesday, October 27, the bidding for the totemic, nine-foot-tall sculpture came to a
close. Sotheby&#8217;s confirmed to Hyperallergic that it will not release any information about the bids, including the final sales price or the buyer&#8217;s identity.The anonymous seller is rumored to be Ron Perelman,
the billionaire American financier and major art collector perhaps best known for his hostile takeover of cosmetics giant Revlon Inc. in 1985. Perelman, whose net worth is estimated to have dropped from $19 billion to $4.2
billion over the course of two years. Last month, he sold masterpieces by Joan MirÃ³ and Henri Matisse in the Sotheby&#8217;s London Rembrandt to RichterÂ evening sale for a total of $37.3 million.Â He is expected to
sell hundreds of millions of dollars of work through Sotheby&#8217;s, part of which will be used to pay off a Citigroup loan, according to Bloomberg. Perelman&#8217;s former in-house curator Liz Sterling is the head of
the private sale division at Sotheby&#8217;s in New York.Alberto Giacometti, Grande femme I. Courtesy Sotheby&#8217;sThe piece currently on offer, Grande femme I, is a spindly female figure cast in bronze. Made in
Giacometti&#8217;s hallmark late style, the totemic sculpture is one of four variants that he produced as part of an installation for the Chase Manhattan Plaza in New York Cityâ€™s Financial District. Giacometti planned
for the installation to include a head on a pedestal, a walking man, and a standing woman: three of his most important motifs. He cast four female figures, each about nine feet high. Having never been to New York, he
worried that the sculptures would be too large relative to the surrounding buildings. When he saw Manhattan in person in 1965, he decided that the women should instead be 25 feet tall. He died before he could complete
the work.A known smasher of auction records, Giacometti is the only sculptor whose work has sold for over $100 million at auction. At Christieâ€™s in 2015, his 1947 sculpture â€œLâ€™homme au doigtâ€• sold for
$141.3 million, setting a record as the most expensive sculpture ever sold at auction. His sculpture â€œLâ€™Homme qui marche Iâ€• sold for $104.3 million in 2010 and his sculpture â€œChariotâ€• sold for $101 million
in 2014, both at Sotheby&#8217;s.The auctions that one might typically associate with institutions such as Sothebyâ€™s or Christieâ€™s are â€œEnglish-styleâ€• auctions, in which bidders outbid one another at
ascending price points within a set time frame. These public auctions court open competition to reach the highest sales price possible for the work. The auction houses also have private sales arms, a desirable option for
those who prefer that the sale stay out of the spotlight or want to have some say in who buys the piece. A sealed bid private sale is a hybrid form infrequently used by auction houses. Qualified bidders privately submit
bids for a work without knowing what their opponents are offering. The bids are â€œsealedâ€• until the end of the timed sale â€” in this case, October 27 â€” when they are reviewed, and the highest bid wins. The
exposure mimics that of a public auction, while exact price points and identities remain private.Sothebyâ€™s Chairman of Global Fine Arts Amy Cappellazzo in a statement: â€œWe are extremely excited to share such a
monumental sculpture by Alberto Giacometti in an innovative and creative sale format. Presenting such a unique and unparalleled work in a way that combines the benefits of a private sale and an auction, we have
created a bespoke sale that was designed for this moment in time.â€• Two additional works by Giacometti &#8212; Femme Leoni and Femme de Venise IV &#8212; will feature in Sotheby&#8217;s marquee
Impressionist &amp; Modern Art evening sale on October 28. They are estimated at $20 to $30 million and $14 to $18 million, respectively.  Poster for City Hall (2020), dir. Frederick Wiseman (courtesy Zipporah
Films)Frederick Wiseman has made a career out of exploring specific institutions in depth in each of his films. For his latest,Â City Hall, he followed the workings of the city government of Boston, Massachusetts from late
2018 through early 2019. Wiseman&#8217;s cameras captured Mayor Marty Walsh and members of his administration as they dealt with everything from town hall meetings to donor soirees to building inspections.
Through depictions of both striking and seemingly banal incidences, Wiseman loves to build holistic portraits of how a place or organization actually works. The man has been at this game for over 50 years now, and he is
very good at it.Wiseman finds an almost hypnotic rhythm in how he edits his films, acting as a serene observer of everything that transpires. (The epic four-and-half-hour runtime can also lull the viewer.) Yet
there&#8217;s nothing complacent about his camera; a lengthy sequence during a community discussion over a proposed cannabis shop in a lower-class neighborhood captures a wide array of divergent opinions and
concerns from the multiracial residents. The film is neither a condemnation nor a celebration of city government, but a clear-eyed view of how people try to work together.City Hall is now available to stream via Film Forum.
 Pages 9 to 13 of the Codex Borgia depicting the relationships between the 20 signs of the TonalpohualliÂ and Aztec divinities. (photo from the Foundation for the Advancement of Mesoamercan Studies, Inc. (FAMSI) via
Wikimedia Commons)The year 2021 will mark a difficult anniversary for the Indigenous people of Mexico: 500 years since the Spanish conquest of the Aztec Empire. Ahead of the occasion, the Mexican government has
requested the temporary return of several ancient Indigenous manuscripts in the Vatican&#8217;s library.One of the books requested is the Codex Borgia, recognized as one of the best-preserved of the few surviving
pre-Columbian painted manuscripts. The colorful and exquisitely detailed screen-fold book, created in the central highlands of Mexico, is known for its illustrations of Mesoamerican gods and rituals.Â It also includes visual
representations of the tonalpohualli, as the ritual calendar was called in the Nahuatl language.Page 10 of the Codex Borgia (via Wikimedia Commons)Because scholars have observed no traces of European influence, the
Codex Borgia is thought to date from the decades immediately preceding the arrival of the Spanish, likely the late 15th or early 16th century. It was sent to Europe at some point in the early colonial period; its whereabouts
remained unknown until 1805, when it was discovered among the personal effects of Cardinal Stefano Borgia in Rome &#8212; consequently acquiring its contemporary name. The manuscript was transferred to the
Apostolic Library of the Vatican in the late 19th century, where it is housed today.Page 32 of the Codex Borgia (via Wikimedia Commons)Most examples of pre-conquest codices suffered a worse fate. Catholic authorities
in colonial Mexico ordered hundreds such manuscripts to be burned in the wake of the 1521 conquest.The Spanish conquistador Hernando CortÃ©s and his army invaded Mexico in 1519. On August 13, 1521, a coalition
of Spanish and Indigenous fighters captured the Aztec emperor Cuauhtemoc. The fall of the empire&#8217;s capital, Tenochtitlan, marks the start of centuries of Spanish rule in central Mexico.Â By the end of the century,
the native population had dropped from 22 million to 2 million, ravaged by epidemics and relentless warfare.In a two-page letter to Pope Francis requesting the manuscripts, Mexican president AndrÃ©s Manuel LÃ³pez
Obrador also asked for an apology from the Catholic church for its role in the oppression of Indigenous communities. Native people, he said, deserve a sincere commitment that never again will disrespectful acts be
committed against their beliefs and cultures.LÃ³pez Obrador made a similar plea to the Pope and the King of Spain last year that was outwardly rejected by the Spanish government, who responded that the arrival of the
Spanish 500 years ago to present-day Mexican lands cannot be judged in light of contemporary considerations.Page 33 of the Codex Borgia (via Wikimedia Commons)Some critics, however, have dismissed LÃ³pez
Obrador&#8217;s demands for an apology from Spain as overly symbolic and inconsistent with the impoverished state of many local Indigenous communities in Mexico. Notably, the Nobel Prize-winning Peruvian author
Mario Vargas Llosa spoke sharply of the president&#8217;s 2019 letter to Spain in a conference in Argentina last year.â€œThe Mexican president got the recipient wrong,â€• said Vargas Llosa, according to El PaÃs.
â€œHe should have sent it to himself and explained why Mexico, which joined the western world 500 years ago and has enjoyed full sovereignty as an independent nation for 200 years, still has millions of marginalized,
poor, uneducated, and exploited Indigenous people.â€•  FromÂ First Date (all images courtesy Hulu)Episodic horror has been the genreâ€™s best friend and worst enemy over the years. Shows and collections like Tales
From the Crypt, Twilight Zone, and Alfred Hitchcock Presents have explored hundreds of fates for its characters, but these segments tend to vary wildly in quality. For its third year of â€œHuluween,â€• Huluâ€™s annual
Halloween event, one of the experiences they offer is Bite Size Halloween, a collection of thirty short films packaged together.The shorts range from two to seven minutes each, standing on their own with no connective
tissue other than highlighting the talents of up-and-coming filmmakers. While the worst of these are derivative of trends in contemporary horror â€” i.e. an insidious brand of misogyny disguised as social commentary â€”
there are a few highlights to be found among the graveyard of mediocre Are You Afraid of the Dark?-esque episodes.FromÂ JaneTake Jane, directed by Quinn Else, which employs the faÃ§ade of a documentary to
explore the way a forensic sculptor examines the skull of a Jane Doe, eventually finding herself in its visage. A concept executed exquisitely, its brevity is its best feature.This clarity of vision is also whatâ€™s so
pleasurable about Aislinn Clarke and Jack Tarlingâ€™s Eye Exam, which turns the tale of an elderly woman getting her regular eye exam into a playful Twilight Zone-styled oddity. Itâ€™s something of a love letter to
those camp horror classics audiences are so fond of, striking just the right aesthetic charm even down to the costume design of its creatures and the way the camera hones in on her fear.If old-school charm is what
youâ€™re looking for, Angela Tuckerâ€™s Landline might be your best bet. Its kitschy VHS tape filter and â€˜80s outfits have certainly been employed to better effect elsewhere, but thereâ€™s a joy to watching a couple
indulge in the goofiness that is a cursed pink telephone.From TroubleThe past gets an intriguing exploration with Naledi Jacksonâ€™s Trouble, about a Black pianist who agrees to a last-minute gig at a plantation
wedding. A melancholic glimpse into the horrors of history, this short emphasizes atmosphere and introspection over outright scares or indulging in slavery porn like this yearâ€™s miserable Antebellum. It is one of the
few stories within the collection that feels like itâ€™s begging for a feature-length expansion, with Dalmar Abuzeidâ€™s performance being outright captivating.But the strongest of the bunch comes from director Meredith
Alloway and writer Allyson Morgan with First Date. Not only is it a smart, sensual, and unsettling treat in its four-minute form, itâ€™s the kind of story designed to be explored as a feature, for its compelling ability to play
with magic and repetition. Hari Nef and Kara Young have palpable chemistry, lending promising depth to the gorgeous surface of the narrative revealed about their first date.Bite-Size Halloween is now streaming on Hulu. 
.  Newly confirmed Supreme Court justice Amy Coney Barrett in 2018 (photograph by Rachel Malehorn via Wikimedia Commons)Sometimes itâ€™s hard to turn lemons into lemonade. For better or worse, Amy Coney
Barrett has replaced Justice Ginsburg on the Supreme Court, and the left is depressed. Justices Gorsuch and Kavanaugh were bad enough. Barrett cements a conservative majority likely to last for decades. The lamp of
the Warren Court has gone out some time ago, and we shall not see it lit again in our lifetime. But perhaps we can still ask how Justice Barrett will affect the arts. After all, artists and the arts sector have peculiar interests,
and political changes often have unpredictable effects.Unfortunately, itâ€™s hard to 
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